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AMACFI

PINE BLANCO

ASPEN OAK

ROVERE

CAPRI

SPIAGGA

CARBONE

TERMITI

CITY OAK

TROPEA

COLLECTION

texture door finish
The advanced texture in the Inspiration Collection is the result of sophisticated research and 

development activities, as well as an artisan and industrial vision that focuses on both details 

and technological changes. Refinement with a natural feel, the Inspiration Collection is a 

reinterpretation of wood.



amacfi

aspen oak



capri

carbone



city oak

pine blanco



rovere

spiagga



termiti

tropea
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COLLECTION

texture door finish

JEREZ

ATHENS

METZ

BIANCO

PIREUS

CASTAGNO

ROCK

GRIGIO

SCURO

AALST

It reproduces wood by keeping its soul, or rather its essence, intact. The past is adapted to 

the present by recreating the irregular and imprecise effect of hand-sawn wood in which the 

furrows at right angles to the veining of the wood become clear; this characteristic, known 

specifically as the “saw effect” represents a noble melding of the tradition of wood and its 

contemporary expression of living.



aalst

athens



bianco

castagno



grigio

jerez



metz

pireus



rock

scuro
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prime
COLLECTION

HIGH GLOSS & SUPER MATTE

ALENTEJO ELM

LIGHT GREY

CARBON OAK

NATURAL CEMENT

FOSSIL OAK

SUNNY WHITE

GREY OAK

WHITE BIRCH

LAVA GREY

WHITE CONCRETE

HIGH GLOSS BLACK OYSTER TORTORA



alentejo elm

high gloss & super matte door finish
Solid, Stone and Wood finishes can be used to create any style or trend

Prime High Gloss Collection:

Characterized with an outstanding visual quality: mirror and depth effect. 

Prime Super Matte Collection:

Astonishingly warm, soft and natural feeling for super matte surfaces.



carbon oak

fossil oak



grey oak

lava grey



light grey

natural cement



sunny white

white birch



white concrete

high gloss black



oyster

tortora
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COLLECTION

texture door finish
Refinement with a vintage feel, the Natura Collection 
is a reinterpretation of nature. The texture effect is 
typical of handcrafted wood surfaces, natural leather 
and raw fabrics. The selected colors enable our 
finishes to fit in well with both classic and
contemporary spaces.

ARES BETON ESPERIA DUBLIN

SABLE 
TARQUINI

ESPERIA 
MADRID

MATRIX 
VINTAGE

SABLE FITIPALDI SABLE GREAT

SHERWOOD 
DARTMOOR

SHERWOOD 
RICHMOND PARK

PENELOPE
GUERRILLA

SABLE DE 
ANGELIS

SABLE NARROW



ares beton

esperia dublin



esperia madrid

matrix vintage



sablè fitipaldi

sablè great



sablè tarquini

sablè narrow



sablè de angelis

penelope guerrilla



sherwood dartmoor

sherwood richmond park



NOTES:




